March 2018

President’s Message
2018
Warm Greetings to all Niagara Region Members!

Dear Members,

Despite a cold and snowy winter, we’ve managed to keep our social
contacts going at our “Happy Hours” in Buffalo and Rochester. Most of us
do not have Porsches on the road during this weather but some are still enjoying theirs! Now that the Rolex 24 Hours of Daytona is in the books, racing season has started and everyday we’re getting closer to spring. The
coming season has many exciting events already planned. I believe there is
something for everyone. If you have an idea for a new event, please bring it
to the board for consideration. Thanks to all the members who have volunteered to run an event. This is an organization that runs on the energy
and generosity of our members. I encourage you to get engaged in the
events that you enjoy, try a new event and maybe volunteer to help run an
event. Our first monthly meeting for this season is March 6th at Terry Hills.
Please come join us if you can to kick-off the 2018 season. I hope to see
you there!

Dave
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Editors Page

2017 Flatout Report Card
Every year PCNA Porsche Club of North America has a
NEWSLETTER competition by class size. Each participating region enters two newsletters to be judged by six
judges in seven categories with approximately fifty-nine
subtopics. There are six class sizes total in PCNA, Niagara PCA falls into a class size 4. With that said there
were 9 regions out of a possible 26 in our class size that
entered the 2017 completion. A perfect score was 1526 points, we scored 1113
points or 72.9%. I welcome the challenge in creating the best Flatout possible
and when entering it in a PCNA competition is not whether you finish first or
last, it is an evaluation of how well our newsletter informs its membership of
club events, calendar schedules, joint regional events, national events, racing
events, etc. Probably the most important information any newsletter can convey
to its membership are the short articles and pictures from the members that are
participating in club events, national events or joint regional events. There have
been more people contributing pictures and short articles from hosted events
than I have seen in the past. A regional newsletter should be about its membership, and that will continue to be my objective. This is why I am proud of our
finish in 2017. I believe we are headed in the right direction with increased interest in our club events. To those of you who have contributed, THANK YOU. For
anyone who has yet to make a submission, it’s easier than you may think. With
the help of a few volunteers we can increase the diversity of this publication on a
great number of topics. My goal is that we can make Flatout more versatile and
a highly anticipated publication for our club. An informative Flatout can lead to
increased participation and new events throughout the year.

Dan

NRPCA Member Badges

If you are one of our newer members, or if you never attended an event during which we gave out
badges, you can now order one for yourself or your family member.
They are double-sided with the current NRPCA logo and your name,
plus a lanyard. We collect names of folks who would like a badge.
Once we hit at least 8 badges, an order will be placed. The club covers the cost. Please contact secretary@niagarapca.org if you are
interested.
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@ 12am
@ 7pm-9pm
@ 6pm-8pm

HPDE Registration Open @ WGI Speedway
Buffalo Happy Hour @ Angry Garden Rose Garden
Rochester Happy Hour @ Tully’s Good Times Rochester

@ 7pm-9pm
@ 6pm-8pm
@ 9am-4:15pm
@ 12:30pm-3pm
@ 6pm-8pm

Buffalo Happy Hour @ Angry Garden Rose Garden
NRPCA Watch SIG @ Delaware Pub
HoliMont Ski Resort
Annual Planning Meeting @ Terry Hills Country Club
Rochester Happy Hour @ Tully’s Good Times Rochester

@ 6:30pm-9pm
@ 7pm-9pm
@ 6pm-9pm
@ 8am-3:30 pm

Members Meeting @ Terry Hills Country
Buffalo Happy Hour @ Angry Buffalo at the Rose Garden
Rochester Happy Hour @ Tully’s Good Times Rochester
Instructor Seminar Burgundy Basin in Rochester

@ 6:30pm-9pm
@ 6 pm-9pm
@ 9am-2pm
@ 8am– 5pm
@ 4pm-8pm
@ 7am-4pm

Members Meeting @ Terry Hills Country Club
Cars at the Movies @ at The Screening Room
Opening Day @ WGI 3 parade laps w/ Donation of $25.00
Auto Cross @ New Era Field WNY SCCA*
Tech Inspection @ Ekstens Auto Works
Auto Cross Evolution Stage 1 school w / Finger Lakes*

@ 6:30pm-9pm
@ 8:30am-11:am
@ 8am-5pm
@ 7am-5pm
@ 8am-2pm
@ 5pm-12am
@ 8am-5pm

@ 6am-5pm
@ 6:30pm-9pm
@ 8am– 5pm
@ 8:30am-11am
@ 11am-7pm
@ 8am-5pm
@ 8:45am-5pm
@ 12:30pm-8pm
@ 8am-5pm
@ 8am-5pm
@ 5pm-8pm

Members Meeting @ Terry Hills Country Club
Cars & Coffee Town & Country
Auto Cross @ Xerox, Webster, NY
Zone 1—48 Hours at the Glen* @ Watkins Glen International
Ellicottville Breakfast Run @ Lowes
Auto Cross @ Market Place Mall ( Night Event)*
Mike Bohan Memorial HPDE @ WGI @ Watkins Glen International

Zone 1—Porsche Clash * @ Watkins Glen International
Members Meeting @ Terry Hills Country Club
Auto Cross @ Seneca Army Depot, Seneca Lake*
Cars & Coffee @ Town & Country
85th German Blossom Festival @ Rochester Touristen Verein
Advanced HPDE @ WGI@ Watkins Glen International
Breakfast Run to Naples & Sonnenberg FLPCA show @ TBA
The Great Race Buffalo to Fairport
Novice School, Penn Yan Airport*
Auto Cross Penn Yan Airport*
Cruise Night @ Burgundy Basin Inn @ Burgundy Basin Inn

Always check Event Calendar for Event UPDATES
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2018 Niagara Calendar of Events
Jul 4
8
8-14

@ 8:30am-2pm
@ 8am-5pm
@7am-3:30pm

10
14
14
24

@ 6:30pm-9pm
@ 9:30am-2pm
@ 9am-11am
@ 5pm-8pm

Grand Island Independence Day Parade @ Island Pools
Auto Cross Seneca Army Depot outside Geneva *
2018 Porsche Parade Lake of the Ozarks* @ Tan-Tar-A Resort Inn Osage Beach,
Missouri
Members meeting @ Terry Hills Country Club
Cars & Coffee Lakes w / Tiki Bar & Ice Cream @ Union Place Coffee Roasters
Cars & Coffee Loc. TBD
Cruise Night @ Burgundy Basin Inn @ Burgundy Basin Inn

@ 9am– 3pm
@ 8am-5pm
@ 6:30pm-9pm
@8am-5pm
@ 8:30am-11am
@ 9am-2pm
@ 5pm-8pm

NRPCA Day at The Zoo encounter with Animals
Auto Cross Seneca Army Depot outside Geneva *
Members Meeting @ Terry Hills Country Club
Niagara on the Road is going to INDY @ Indianapolis Motor Speedway
Cars & Coffee Loc. TBD
Akron Picnic
Cruise nights @ Burgundy Basin Inn, Burgundy Basin Inn

Aug 4
5
7
10-12
11
26
28

Sep

2
@ 5pm-12am
4
@ 6:30-9pm
7-9
@ 9am-5pm
8
@ 9am-11am
12
@ 4pm-8pm
12
@ 7pm-9pm
15-16 @ 8am-11am
18
@ 6pm-8pm

Oct 1-2
7
9
10
12
13
13
16
20

Nov 10
14
20

Dec 4
12
18
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Auto Cross @ Market Place Mall ( Night Event)*
Members Meeting @ Terry Hills Country Club
Watkins Glen Grand Prix Festival @ Watkins Glen *
Cars & Coffee Loc. TBD
Tech Inspection @ Ekstens Auto Works
Buffalo Happy Hour
Lets Go to The Lake @ Marriott Bayfront
Rochester Happy Hour @ Tully’s Good Times

@ 8am-5pm
@ 8am-5pm
@ 6:30pm-9pm
@ 7pm-9pm
@ 9am-5pm
@ 8:30am-4pm
@ time TBD
@ 6pm-8pm
@ 8:30am-4pm

October Fast HPDE @ Watkins Glen @ Watkins Glen International
Auto Cross Xerox Webster*
Members Meeting @ Terry Hills Country Club
Buffalo Happy Hour @ Angry Buffalo
Zone 1 Get Away @ Chautauqua *
Grape Harvest Tour @ Eastview Mall
Cars & Coffee @ Pierce Museum / Flying Bison
Rochester Happy Hour @ Tully’s Good Times
Chili Run @ Letechworth State Park

@ 6pm-11:30pm
@ 7pm-9pm
@ 6pm-8pm

Annual Fall Dinner @ Terry Hills Country Club
Buffalo Happy Hour @ The angry Buffalo at the Rose Garden
Rochester Happy Hour

@ 6:30pm-9pm
@ 7pm-9pm
@ 6pm-8pm

Pre-Planning Meeting @ Terry Hills Country Club
Buffalo Happy Hour @ Angry Buffalo
Rochester Happy Hour @ Tully’s Good Times

Always check Event Calendar for Event UPDATES

1958 356 ENGINE BUILD
Pictures & Text By Jim Hohensee
1958 356 Original Motor

I

t’s time on my 356 rebuild to put together an engine. When I
bought this car over 40 years ago it did not have an engine and the
seller did not know where it was. That did not matter to me because I had several used engines in stock
and we did not worry about matching numbers and originality back then. I always thought it would be
nice to have the original engine but that did not seem likely.
About 20 years ago a fellow Niagara region member told me
he knew the previous owner and his address. I took a ride out to
his house but he was very evasive about the car. I had never actually met him because the sale had been done thru a third party.
He told me that he did have a 356 engine that he would be willing to sell and we went outside to check it out. Under a worn out
tarp on a wooden pallet was the poor 356 engine. Checking the
serial number revealed it to be a 1958 engine of about the right
manufacturing month to match my car. His firm price was about
ten times the market value at the time and well beyond my budget. Close but no cigar!
Several years later I
found out that he had
passed away and his son
was cleaning out the
house. No time was wasted and I drove out to the
house and luckily met the
son. He sold me the engine for a very reasonable
price and I later confirmed from the Porsche
certificate of authenticity
that it was the engine that
had been installed at the
factory.
When it came time to
think about powering up
the 356 I had to decide
whether to rebuild the
original engine or build up
a more powerful and less
rare version. I opted for
the hot rod version with
about 120 hp and all the
modern updated parts. I
had a good factory replacement case and early
912 rebuilt cylinder heads.
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Engine Stamping from Porsche

Purchasing new would
include: a Scat light
weight forged crankshaft, Crower H beam
connecting rods, 1720 cc
JE 9.5 to 1 pistons,
Nickie aluminum cylinders, Elgin cam, aluminum oil cooler, Precision Matters full flow oil
filter and sump plate,
and other goodies. This
would double the horsepower of the original
engine and protect it
from any mishaps. The
original engine has been
oiled up and stored for
the next owner.
Step one was to
measure up the case and
make sure everything
was within specifications. All measurements
were good and I could
go with standard rod
and main bearings.
Cont. pg. 11

All measurements verified

1958 356 Engine Build

The Crower rods use stretch bolts so careful tightening was done with a special

stretch gauge.

Crankshaft, cam & connecting rods installed

Next the case was super cleaned so the cam and crank
can be installed. Once the case halves are joined together the pistons and cylinders are next to go on. At
this point normally you would bolt on the 3rd piece of
the case but since I was installing a full flow oil filter
the 3rd piece had to be modified. The original by-pass
oil filter only filters 10% of the oil, 10% of the time
which is still better than the VW air cooled engine that
only uses a screen. This filter conversion made by Precision Matters is probably the best addition you can
make to one of these engines.
The cylinder heads had already been reconditioned

but years ago a modification had been
done which was not apparent. More on
this later! I measured the combustion
chambers by filling them with ATF using a
burette making sure they were all within
.1 cc’s. Bolting on the heads and valve train
really makes it look like a 356 engine and
completes what is called a “long block”.
One of the 356 engine’s weak points was
the part of the case casting that holds the
oil cooler. Original oil coolers were made
of steel and when full of oil are quite
heavy. Engine vibration and stress could
cause the mounting flange to crack and
11
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1958 356 Engine Build
cause big problems. For this reason and for better
cooling I decided to use an aluminum oil cooler.
Once this was installed the fan housing with rebuilt generator could be installed along with all

sche air cooled engines. A simple turning of the
hand wheel raises or lowers the engine for
removal or installation. Several years ago I collected all the items necessary to run an engine on
the floor. This includes a small gas can with
shutoff, an old transmission case cut off for
mounting a starter, pre wired ignition switch and
a voltage regulator and battery. When starting up
a rebuilt engine it is necessary to run it at about

Assembly almost Complete

the sheet metal cooling shrouds.

Engine on Trolley

Intake manifolds and carbs along with fuel
pump and distributor were next in line. The installation of linkages, fuel lines, spark plugs,
wires, and an aluminum degree pulley are making me excited to hear this baby make some engine sounds. After installing the heater boxes and
exhaust system the engine can be taken off the
stand with the trolley and prepared to test run
out of the car. I purchased this unique engine
trolley several years ago. It was developed here in
Buffalo thru the Jim Kelly VW dealership and
comes with several fixtures for all the VW and
Por-
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2000
rpm for 30 minutes to break in
the cam. Using 30wt special break in oil will seat
the piston rings after some actual driving.

5,4,3,2,1, ignition start! One puff and
no start. Try and try but no go. It’s late and discouraging so time for a beer or two or three and
go home disappointed.
Next day I pulled the spark plugs and
found three of the four had the gap completely closed and the fourth almost
closed.
This is definitely not the way I put them in. Using
a small beam flash light I could see a small mark
on every piston.
After some soul searching I determined
that at some time the cylinder heads had
been fly cut too much.

Cont. pg. 13

1958 356 Engine Build
This brings the spark plug too close to the
piston even though the clearance in the
rest of the combustion chamber measured
adequate. After some discussion with several engine builders a three step correction
was done.

Beginning Installation

First- relieve the pistons a very small
amount at the point a contact. Secondadd another copper shim between the cylinder and the case. Third- use indexing
washers under the spark plugs. This
should provide enough clearance and still
keep the compression ratio at about 9.4 to
1.

After the above procedure it was time
for another test run. This time it started
right up and with a few adjustments ran
well for the full 30 minutes.

Install finished & it looks good from above or below

Now it could find a new home in the back
of the 1958 coupe. Once installed, I rushed
off to the DMV for registration. On the way
back to the shop it started to snow and I
followed the salt truck all the way back to
the shop.

The car is like a race horse at the
starting gate but we all know we have
had a tough winter.

Hope for an early Spring,

Jim Hohensee
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Dec

Jan

Primary Members

423

427

Affiliate Members

257

263

1

1

Life Members
Total Members

681 691

Transfer in
Transfer out
Non Renewal

Dec Jan
1
4
1
0
2
1

New Members

March 5 YEARS
Paine
Nordquist
Siwicki
Boulos
Paine
McGee
Pierleoni

Frederick
Douglas
Gary
Robert
Lisa
Edward
Linda

March 25 YEARS

Olson

Steven

March 30 YEARS
December
Gene Geroly

Betstadt

Louis

March 40 YEARS
January

Benjamin Alviti
Joey Terranova

February
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Campbell
Pizzo
Campbell

Thomas
Joseph
Rebecca

WOW NICE CAR
Submit a story

We are always looking for a car or story
to showcase in Flatout, to highlight our
members & what upgrades or mods they
have installed on them.
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It’s easy just drop me a note in an e-mail at
dsliwinski@niagarapca.org & tell me what you
are thinking. Hope to hear from you soon.
Dan Sliwinski
NRPCA editor
Flatout Magazine

Click on Publication you want

1
2
Access Flatout by clicking
on the drop down menu

5
6

Right Click on
the icon which
looks like a battery
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Select Page
Display tools
Then Click on
Two page
Scrolling

Drag the mouse down until you see the tool bar at
the bottom. Click on the
Adobe icon on the right

3

4

Click on Cover to
Activate the issue
Since most of our Flatout issues are published online we have been looking for a program for the
last 12 to 18 months that would allow all of our members to view Flatout in the same manner as
one views Flip book or E Book. So far our efforts have fallen short every time we have had Chris,
our Website Developer, review compatibility issues to apply them as plug in on to our Website.
Recently we stumbled across a solution within Adobe to scroll through Flatout in a two page
spread format. Flatout was designed to be viewed in this format, I hope you will find this layout
more enjoyable to read. This is how it works!

Flatout
in two page format
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So, I got the Big Idea to build a
Racecar. I have built 2 other cars
when I was younger, but they were a
full tube framed chassis for NASCAR Modified. Both cars ran well
and one of them won 3 championships including the Northeast title.
Modifying a street car to that level,
holy cow what a different experience it has been. The bigger challenge is that all my friends have other obligations. So I knew going into
this I was on my own. I did everything myself, engine, upholstery,
paint, body work, including all the
fabrication (which I REALLY enjoy). This included all welding and
Cage Design. Plus, all associated
electrical. I am taking BOTH my
Street cars back to 95% stock,
(keeping chips and MAF). I no longer care to have a rough ride on the
street with chattering high performance clutches. Always having to
retighten or replace missing bolts
in roll bar and harnesses. Those
street cars want wax and car covers
not full throttle beatings. Besides 15
years ago they were still fast in their
stock state. Nowadays It seems like
anybody can drive fast with all the
traction control nannies and 500+
HP in the solo groups. I want something at least on pace so I can have
fun driving and not worry about
holding anyone up. I already have a
24’ enclosed trailer and a Duramax
Diesel to pull it with so why not?

To start, having had several 944
Turbos and owning them since my
late 20’s it was the clear choice for
me; one, because I know them so
well and two, I have lots of spares. I
set out to look for the cheapest Turbo-s I could find. all I needed was
the “BONES”, and could care less
about shape. After a month of
searching I found a one owner 88
Silver Rose Turbo-s with 180K on

18

A Race Car is
Born
Photo’s & Text
By Glen Abel

Photo by Glen Abel
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Cont. pg. 20

A Race Car is Born
the clock in Connecticut, and I would be coming from Buffalo NY. Per the seller, it ran and
drove. So, my wife and I decided to make the
road trip. I Grabbed the plates off my other
turbo and headed north. I struck a deal,
slapped my plates on, and we headed home.
The car was so dirty inside that I couldn’t even
The Car

1988 Turbo – S

Photos & text by Glen Abel

motors out, I didn’t want my shop to be somehow “Infected” with these smelly things. I
DID however find an all original lighter in the
car with a perfect silkscreen that ended up in
my restored 86 turbo. I purchased this car
October 7th, 2016 and on Oct 2nd, 2017 I was
on the track with a finished car. This is my
pictorial story, with annotations.
I must get a racing license, so I can start out in
stock “F”. Then, when I get better, move to
SP3. I’d like to thank Dave and Mike Lindsey
for their advice, Karl P. from Racers Edge for
advice and Special Thanks to Van Svenson for
all his good Videos, from racing to the Tour of
the roll cage that gave me several ideas. And
Finally, Brion Charters who helped me set the
car up with his HUBSTANDS, I WILL be getting a set of those!
The car, 1988 Turbo-s and in this state, “I call
it a Turbo-s-post”

Removing HVAC

take my coat off. When we got home, and I
started taking the interior apart I had to wear
a respirator because it was so nasty. I HATE
hacking up a good car, so I didn’t feel bad
about ripping this one apart. My original plan
was to sell the interior parts but this thing was
so bad that I took the power seats, and just
heaved them into the dumpster at work. Normally I would have taken the switches and

Disabling Steering lock remove HVAC
I copied the electrical schematics and enlarged
them at Fed-x. This allowed me to highlight
all the wires I eliminated, recreating an accuInterior removal
20
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A Race Car is Born
rate set of schematics dedicated to this car.
I also included notes on which pins to jumper
out for the airbags, so they won’t deploy. In the
event of airbag deployment, it cuts power to the
DME, hence if you remove airbag, pins need to
be jumped.

Photos & text by Glen Abel

“Weld Down” in the car.
All the Gussets are mandatory for the modified

Modified Schematics

Roll Cage Sub Assemblies

Series, so I welded them in too.
Another thought. Why not make some Nerf bars
Purchased a Tube Bender from Eastwood and
mounted it on my welding table. Building the
Cage, Welding in plates.
Start with main hoop everything gets built from

Roll Cage Main Hoop

there
I Designed the cage so that I could take subassemblies out and weld them, paint them and
then install all the sub sections to do the final
21

out of .090 1 ¼” They will fold but give the sheet
metal some “backing” in case of a “RUB” Just in
case I race with Rowdy Burns or Cole Trickle. I
just had to add some NASCAR influence. Plus, I
just saw the “Hero” video on the Reenlist Forum
The video showed a 944 that had his tranny lock
up and another guy smashed into the back of his
car full on. A Fellow racer stopped and pulled the
guy from his burning car when the tank ruptured. So, I think I should have a little more protection.
Cont. pg. 23

Published Monthly
Statement of Policy: FLATOUT is the
official publication of the Niagara Region Inc., Porsche Club of America.
Statements appearing in FLATOUT are
those of the author and do not constitute an opinion of the Niagara Region
Inc., Porsche Club of America,
FLATOUT, or its staff. The editors reserve the right to edit as necessary all
materials submitted for publication.
Permission is granted to reproduce any
material published in FLATOUT provided full credit is given to the author or
photographer and to FLATOUT.
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A Race Car is Born
HMMM Maybe I can sneak this “Knee bar”
through this hole behind the steering column?

Photos & text by Glen Abel

Roll Cage Gussets

Knee Bar Ties both Sides of Roll
Cage Together

This was a hard one. but I got it first try.
At a PCA meeting, I was told I should add another bar on driver’s door. This was my only
screw up, due to the fact my 2nd bar was in the
middle of the door (where it is the widest) the
upper bar just touched the door when I fitted it.

touch up those areas later.
NOTE: I started with the long bars first. I had
2 screw ups. It happens, but with the longer
bars I was able to cut them and use them
elsewhere. Weld assemblies and paint.
Cage completely fabricated & installed

Third Bar in Door for
added Protection

At this point I decided to lean the upright forward to compensate. Now there is clearance to
fit a sheet of paper between the door and the bar
with the door closed
I should paint the interior first, and mask off all
areas were the cage gets welded down. Then
23

After welding everything together in the car in
12 hours and being in Various Yoga positions
the Cage is all welded.
I had Fab a Rearview Mirror Bracket out of aluminum using Dzus fasteners, and tab it in for
quick removal.

Cont. pg. 24

A Race Car is Born
The padded dash was in terrible condition so to
fix those nasty cracks, I went to Jo-Ann Fabrics
and got some marine vinyl for the silver on the
bottom of the dash, some contact cement and
presto. Since I went that far, why not make it a
bit nicer and do the top of the dash in Alcan
Tera? Why not add a contrast stitch that is on
the perimeter like a GT3?
Racecars are so hackable.

Photos & text by Glen Abel

a Nomex shift boot.
After watching Vans Rain race video,
(YOUTUBE PCA Clash Watkins Glen 2012) and
seeing how his windscreen fogged up. I needed
to think of something here. So, I closed off ½
my vents, welded up an aluminum box that attaches to the underside of the dash and hooked
it to a 3” brake duct fan that is a ½” from the
firewall to pick up the heat off the firewall to defog the windshield just in case.

Heater vents modified on dash. Deviated stitching

Heater Box

Engine Time
Then I shortened the center console and added

Remove original 180k Engine. I had a block laying around that was a wet
sleeve which I got it from my brother-in-law
when he had it built. Unfortunately the

Console Shortened w/Nomex boot

24

Cont. pg. 28

Eksten Autoworks
78 Bennington Drive
Rochester, NY 14616
585-621-8200
ekstenautoworks@frontiernet.net
www.ekstenautoworks.com
Specialized Porsche and Import maintenance,
diagnostics, performance and
racing services for over 40

years

Full service engine machine shop and rebuilding
services all done in house
Chassis Dyno and ECU tuning
Fabrication services

Labor discounts to club members

Advertising Rates for FLATOUT
Quarterly

Full Year

Full page—$100

Full page—$400

1/2 Page—$75

1/2 Page—$300

1/4 Page—$50and in this state, “I call it a Turbo-s-post”
1/4 Page—$200
1/8 Page—$25

1/8 Page—$100
Business Card—$75

To place an ad please contact Hank Beamer at:
Tel#:
e-mail:
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(585) 735 3341
secratary@niagarapca.org

support the businesses that
support us. Click on the
links below to visit their
websites.
•

Eksten Autoworks

•

Seneca Lodge

•

T-Shirt Express

•

The Little Speed Shop

•

Porsche of Rochester

•

LC MotorSports

•

Hubstands
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A Race Car is Born
engine had two scored pistons due to clearance issue which I had to fix. I ordered a set of
JE pistons, honed it and put some good rings
in it. This coupled with a TEC-3 Electromotive
Standalone Engine management system that I
can program with my laptop and a monster
turbo this car should be fun for DE’s. This
winter I will build the Race Engine (Stock) for
when I go racing. The Rules say the engine
must be stock which means the geometry of
the components cannot be altered. However,
even a “Stock” engine is allowed “better than
stock” components mainly for reliability reasons.
While Engine is out it is time to Paint the Engine compartment.
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clutch disk at Hershey, so I hung the other
disk on the wall
Install engine and trim out, add a Wideband
and a Boost Gauge.
Brake Cooling. I managed to “borrow” the factory backing plate duct on the left side which I
copied out of piece of aluminum sheet metal
and piece of Intercooler pipe I had left over.

Took Tranny out for a little Touchup… It
seemed fine, so I’ll use it. It’s an AOR. The
Code AOR Denotes that it is a Factory limited
slip and has a bigger input shaft to take a little
more abuse than normal, so it deserved a

Hand made Backing Plate

The one on the right is mine.
Time to wrap the exhaust and install the Tail
Dual port.

AOR Transmission

Facelift.
Did the Bellhousing as well in base/clear coat
paint.
I needed a clutch, so I took a good clutch out
of the 89 Turbo-s. It is going back to “Stock”
anyhow. (Spec Stage 3 with Aluminum Pressure Plate and Flywheel) I picked up a Stage 2
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Added a 3” to 4” adapter and fabricated a 4”
tailpipe. This was a quick fab. My ultimate exhaust will be a dual side dump. I just didn’t
have the time to make it. The pipe I made only
took me 2 hours, plus I had lots of 4” Stainless
laying around.
I needed to create a Windshield for the track.
OK the first step was to weld tabs on the car,
Then I went to a local plastic Supplier and got
a piece of Polycarbonate. To form the polycarbonate in the shape of my original windshield
I had to take both pieces to work and heat
them in our walk-in oven to 195 degrees
Fahrenheit.
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The Lexan melted down to form over my
original windshield. A quick Trim with a
Lexan Windshield

Whizzer wheel and a file, then paint the perimeter and pesto a Front windshield!
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fix the cancer on fender and rear quarter.
Apparently, the Previous Owner drove it in
the salt.
While I’m thinking about it, I remembered one of Vans videos (underside of my
racecar Jägermeister 944) about how he uses
Dzus fasteners on his front-end pieces to help
with loading on and off trailer. Why not take
it one step further and make an entirely removable front nose? I used stainless lugs
and welded the threaded portion to the bolt
to hold them together. Then pressed them into an aluminum tube, tapered the ends and
welded up the aluminum bracket. Now I have
a totally removable front end. It takes about 1
minute to remove it and about 3 minutes to
install. The brake ducts have Dzus fasteners
as well so once the front end is on, I slide the
ducts into the hoses and click, click, it is
done! Makes it way easier to tie down the
car in the trailer as well as load. I hate dealing
with ramps.

I took the car out for test ride on the street,
AND screwed up!!! I over boosted the motor
and smoked the Spec Stage 2 Clutch on the
night before my first DE! I had my friend
over that night and we decided to go for it,
and replace the clutch. We put the car on the
lift and I worked at the back while he started
working on front Bellhousing. He would ask
for sizes and I would call out the wrench or
ratchet combos to get whatever he was taking
off at the time. The Result! A new personal
best! 2.5 hour clutch change on a 944 turbo!
We loaded the car in the trailer and off I go to
a DE in May! (outside of car still ½ in primer
and Rust,) I was able to run half the event,
and found that the clutch wasn’t the only
thing that broke when I over boosted on the
street. The head gasket got pushed out on #1
cylinder—Growing pains.

Paint I went through two gallons of Mer-

Oh well, time to fix engine with new top rings,
and a thicker head gasket and all is well. Next
it was time to paint the outside and

painting 2.5 cars, because, on a racecar all
panels are painted outside and inside plus,
the color change!!!
Now for the cherry, came up with a good

cedes Benz Blue to paint the entire car which
equates to four gallons sprayable. It’s like
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paint scheme and my friend Kevin from Air FX
came to the house to do a little airbrush work,

A final wet sand, buffing and finally sticker it up

we worked on it till 4 am. Tired as hell we made
it to work at 7am. After work I had to come
straight home, re-mask the car and spray it with
clear coat.
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Finally, the Track, Oct 2nd, I was putting in my
final roll bar pad and could not fit a Ty-wrap between the outer bar along the roof
and the body, I guess I made it TOO
tight!
Overall it was an enjoyable project.
My favorite part perhaps was building the cage. One of my friends commented “This is the roomiest cage
I’ve ever seen”. If anyone is thinking
about building a car themselves, I
have some advice; 1.) what you think
it will cost, DOUBLE it and ADD
50%. 2.) Have an AWESOME stereo
system in the garage. I have a surround sound and LOVE IT!!! Lastly,
if you’re married, make sure your
wife is a saint and has plenty of patience for this. At the end of this
build I took some masking tape and
wrote: “Hello, my name is Glen” because my wife would see me at 10 o
clock at night and say, “Who are you” What’s
Next? Either my 77 Trans AM Bandit or Full
1st Day at The Track

Now to set it up, lower the car and the use of

Concourse resto on the 89 Turbo-s… AFTER I
sell my Restored 86 Turbo… Still have a few details to finish on it.

HUB STANDS. Man they work well. Very
Slick!
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Lisa Paine

Event Chair

Develop and maintain best practice guidelines for event chairs to use. Mentor and support event chairs as needed.
Lisa Paine has been employed as Deputy Chief Attorney for the Appellate Division, 4 th
Department, Supreme Court, New York State, where she has worked for going on 26 years. Prior to
that, she was in private practice. She also engages in pro bono legal service for Volunteer Legal Services Project of Monroe County. Lisa is an experienced trial and appellate attorney, and has served
as an Adjunct Professor at UB Law School. Having initially joined the club as “the spouse” of a Porsche driver, in 2016, Lisa became the proud owner of a shiny jet black Macan. In addition to planning fun social events for our members, and tagging along to the DE events with Fred, she loves to
travel, explore wineries, and socialize with friends.

John Jerabeck

Driving Tour & Insurance Chair

Ensures compliance with PCA Driving Tour Standard. Works with and mentors event
chairs for driving tours. Acts as liaison to PCA National to obtain insurance as required and maintains waivers for the events per PCA policy.
I trace my interest in Porsche sports cars to the early 1960’s and a beautiful pearly white
356 Cabriolet with a red top. I found it in my Christmas Stocking and unlike all my other toy cars, it
had a very powerful wind up motor and steerable front wheels. I was hooked for life.
My first full size Porsche was a ‘06 Boxster in 2012. My wife and I also joined the NRPCA that year.
Our first club event was the Fall Chili Run. It was an exciting “spirited” drive and introduction to a
great group of people. In 2014, I added an ‘06 911 Carrera S to our garage and a major dilemma to my
life.....which one to drive? Their driving characteristics are so different but so much fun!
I have enjoyed coordinating and leading NRPCA driving events over the past few years. In 2017 the
National PCA significantly upgraded the requirements for leading club driving events. Starting in the
2018 driving season, I will be working with our NRPCA Leadership as the Chair for Driving Tours and
Insurance. In this new role, I am looking forward to working with our NRPCA driving tour leaders to
help them comply with the new requirements for driving tours and liability insurance.

Fuat Yucel

Social Media Chair

Actively manages Niagara PCA social media presence. Keeps Face Book up-to-date and
applies PCA National social media standards. Works with PCA National Social Media
Chair and stays on top of best practices. Attends events when possible and publishes photos & content to social media sites and works with Flatout Editor & event chairs to provide event
content for the Newsletter.
I was born in Turkey, my family moved to France when I was 4 or 5 years old and now in USA since
2011: I'm like a good example of the globalization. I loved cars, making sure to pick them up by taste:
keeping in mind the design and the driving pleasure. Now I own a Boxster S from 2006 but I really
want to switch it with a 911 from 2013 or newer. My second passion is photography: I worked for Kodak France and it helped a lot to develop lots of pictures for free (testing pricing systems was a good
opportunity). More than filling a volunteer role, I want to be involved in the PCA of Niagara. Offering
a new point of view could help the club to leverage with social tools, like Facebook, what's App or
Zoom...
Regards,
Fuat
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John & Betty
Jerabeck
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Mike Bryan Zone 1 Rep
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C/O Daniel Sliwinski
3595 Pohl Road
Alden, NY, 14004

